ABSTRACT. The extension of bounded lattice continuous functions on an arbitrary set x to the set of lattice regular zero-one measures on an algebra generated by a lattice (a Wallman-type space) is investigated.
We begin by considering briefly, because of their importance, certain fundamental properties of normal lattices. Then we proceed to a consideration of ln(L ), and the extension of bounded lattices continuous functions on x to II(L ). These results are generally knovn (see [8] ) but we give somewhat shorter more direct proofs here.
We next consider the space Q(L) of measures in t(L which integrate al___ [ [1, 3, 5, 6, 11] . However, the main definitions and notations used throughout the paper are presented for the reader's convenience in section 2(a). We note also that a number of results on normal lattices in section 2(b) are related to work of [4 9 ].
2.(a)BACKGROUND AND NOTATION.
Let x be an abstract set, and __L the lattice of subsets of x. We assume that , X _L for most of our results. First:
A(_L is the algebra generated by _L. a(_L) is the a-algebra generated by _L.
6(_L is the lattice of all countable intersections of sets from _L. _L is a delta lattice (6- 
Cb(/'
set of all real valued bounded/'-continuous functions defined on x. We have for A, B fi A(/' ): 
2.'(b)NORMAL LATTICES AND MEASURES.
In this section we will consider a number of measure implications of normal lattices and other special lattices as well as converse implications. We first note: THEOREM 2.1. Let _L be a complemented generated lattice. The tt I(_L') implies PROOF. Since _L is complemented generated then L is countably paracompact and therefore I(_L')c I(L_ ). Therefore it suffices to show u fi l n(L ), but this is easy for if L _L then L= ,=ILn"L" _L all n, and we may assume that the L,' . Now if u(L)=O, and if all u(L,') then ,,=t31 nL'= and u(L,,'taL')= all n which is a contradiction since u I(L'). It follows that 
for all n which implies tt(L,') for all n as < tt on _L '. Now L taL,, > L t3 L, 
THE WALLMAN SPACE I(_L).
We give here a brief discussion of the general Wallman space (see also [11] [1] ) yields for the conjugate space of Cb(_L ), namely Cb(_L )'= MR(_L where to any E C(_L )" there corresponds a unique u E MR(_L such that ,(f) f fdu, for all f C(L ). PROOF. Let A {lf e C( )}. Then A C C(rw( )) C(IR( ))" Since u u f(u) C(In( ))"
Now it is easy to show the following:
. eefoe gie Z( tbee exis A cb that () 0.
So b be Stoe-Weiets beoem C(( )) which ptoe be btem.
.
B SAC ().
cosie tbei e]afiobJp o (). We have the following application: For _L 6-normal, z(_L C _L where z(_L consists of all sets of L of the form L Ln', L L for all n, (see [1] Lnl. However, u(L,)= for all n, therefore lrt"(L_)=. We 
